
Swim Pony Performing Arts’ Guide to 
Incorporating Game Design into Live Performance 

Why incorporate game design into theater? 

Interactive and immersive theater is becoming increasingly popular as a sub-genre of live 
performance, no doubt because it takes advantage of the ways that live interactions between 
actors and audiences offer a more embodied experience of the dramas presented. In many pieces, 
artists embedded “rules” – sometimes explicit, sometimes more implied – about how the 
participants are supposed to interact with the play. These structures teach how the audience 
should function in the story being told and the ways performers will respond. For artists who’ve 
spent weeks or months thinking about and developing a theatrical world, these rules may feel 
obvious, but for audiences who encounter a work for the first time, learning where to focus 
attention or how to best support what an artist is aiming for can be tricky to ascertain. 

This is where game design comes in. As an artistic discipline, games focus on defining the ways 
one develops complex systems of interaction and how one demonstrates to a player the way their 
actions impact the game world. In games, participation has a clear impact or result, showing how 
in a world of infinite choices, some actions build towards a set of goals the gamemaker intends 
for the experience, and others don’t. By drawing from game design frameworks, then, theater-
makers can learn how to better design audience participation.  

It's worth noting that games can generally be split into two categories: “play-to-win” and “play-
to-play” (more technically defined as “ludic” and “paidic” games in a great article by game 
designer and academic researcher Gonzalo Frasca). The former is, for most people, what comes 
to mind when they think of games: football, Monopoly, and Super Mario Brothers are all games 
based around achieving set goals and striving towards a specific outcome. Play-to-play games, 
like improv comedy staple Party Quirks, I Spy With My Little Eye and The Sims, don’t have 
clear winners. In these examples, the ability to keep playing the game is instead the “win state.” 
In many cases, play-to-play games ask players to a more creative role in defining what success 
feels like as a player. While ludic games provided some inspirational elements for The End, we 
put special attention on paidic games for their ability to focus in on a player’s internal mission 
rather than a specific outcome. 

With all that in mind, the document that follows includes ten topics that emerged in our efforts to 
incorporate game design into theater. Each heading begins with an overview, follows with an 
example from The End about how we enacted the concepts, and closes with questions you can 
use in your own projects. 
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Creating a Content and Form Feedback Loop 
 
Unlike traditional theater, where at the outset there are general givens about what form a play 
will take, devised theater offers a much wider range of opportunities for modes of working and 
form used to convey the creative content. Instead of assuming an audience will spend around two 
hours sitting in a dark room with the audience watching performers on a stage, these works open 
up new ways of defining the audience/actor interaction. While exploring new ways of presenting 
a performance can be exciting, simply making something new for the sake of novelty is not 
necessarily the strongest creative engine for choice. Thinking about interaction as “interface” the 
audience encounters can help narrow in on what choices will deliver the content most 
effectively. In the same way that basketball encourages a different experience than chess, theater 
artists can consider various modes through which their play might be delivered and how these 
different forms might best serve the stories they seek to convey.  
 
In other words: how can the content and form of your work serve each other? 
 
These considerations reach beyond just the performance: whereas a traditional play begins with a 
script already in existence, creating in this way may require development and rehearsals that are 
more open, with decisions being made in ways unusual to traditional hierarchies. When you 
move into transmedial storytelling (telling a single story across multiple interaction platforms) 
and incorporating technology into performing, the possibilities are even wider and likely, the 
required development time even longer. It’s worth noting that resource limitations will obviously 
dictate some of the form choices you make and making sure the story you want to tell can be 
conveyed in the form available is important to consider.  
 
An example from The End: 
 
The End’s mission was to encourage people to contemplate mortality. We knew death would be a 
tricky subject for many to grapple with head on, but also found through our research that talking 
about the subject regularly can greatly decrease anxiety and lead to feeling more fulfilled in 
one’s life. Given this starting point, we looked for a performance form that would feel 
approachable. Given the cultural barriers to talking about death, we wanted our form to feel as 
low stakes as possible and ideally encourage a sense of playfulness.  
 
While a face-to-face with a stranger could have been too overwhelming for many players, text 
messaging seemed to offer a less “in-your-face,” not to mention highly accessible, mode of 
conversation. We hoped this communication mode would give players time, when needed, to 
craft thoughts or disengage in a way that could have been awkward in person. Once we chose 
texting, we experimented with sending messages to friends from anonymous numbers. This 
quickly taught us that when you can’t receive visual cues it’s important to be more explicit about 
subtext and that the “getting to know each other” phase has to be quite robust. While an actor 
might be able to instill a feeling of intimacy within a few seconds of eye contact, a character who 
is only manifest through words needs to take a lot more establishing a sense of trust. 
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Relevant Content/Form Loop Questions to Ask in Process: 
 

• What is the story or idea being communicated? 
• What are forms that I tend to use? What are ways that these might not serve the content 

I’m examining?  
• What are the limitations of my chosen form of presenting? What does that teach me about 

how my content needs to be adjusted? 
• What are the opportunities of my chosen form? How does it expand the possibilities 

initially considered? 
• Do I want to start my process using form I am exciting to explore? What kind of stories 

can only be told in that way?  
• Are there new ways of working that might better serve my content? How might I test 

their efficacy? 
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Do Your Mechanics Serve Your Message? 

Robin Hunicke, Marc LeBlanc, and Robert Zubek’s paper “MDA: A Formal Approach to Game 
Design and Game Research” provides a useful way to understand the building blocks of game 
structure. In that paper they define three levels of design:  

• Mechanics – the most basic components of a game, or the actions and behaviors a player
can literally take. For example, mechanics of card games might be shuffling, trick-taking,
and betting, while golf includes balls, clubs, sand traps, and water hazards.

• Dynamics – how the mechanics and player inputs interact to create effects over time.
What concretely happens as a result of the mechanic? For example, a dynamic of
competition results from battles or prizes given to winners, while a dynamic of fellowship
can be encourage by a mechanic requiring information sharing.

• Aesthetics – the emotional response hoped for in the player, as evoked by the dynamics
fed by structures put in place by mechanics. For example, a game might have a Challenge
(game as obstacle course) or expression (game as self-discovery) aesthetic.

Just as mechanics inform dynamic which build aesthetic experiences of games, the actions that 
take place a theatrical world – like an audience member being called on to participate, or a 
stagehand reprimanding someone for touching a prop in an immersive set – lead to particular 
experiences: excitement or nervousness in wondering what will be asked of participation or 
embarrassment in having broken a rule about interacting with a theatrical space. In developing 
interacting theater, it’s important to check that the functional mechanics one chooses are in line 
with the over all aesthetics desired from the experience. For example, if you want to create a 
sense of discomfort, asking audiences to separate from those they’ve arrive with might help 
increase the aesthetic aimed for. Conversely, if you want to communicate a feeling of tranquility 
and calm, it might be important not to build in a required moment early in your play where you 
shuttle people quickly from one physical space to another. 

 Relatedly,	Brenda Romero is a game designer who offers a philosophy called “mechanic is the 
message.” According to this idea, deciding which mechanics are available to players is 
equivalent to making an authorial choice dictating a moral universe. Allowing player A the 
chance to take an action only if player B loses their chance to do so creates a dynamic in which 
competition emerges. That combative dynamic tells us something about the story you are 
creating. It says that, in this world, there is no such thing as a compromise solution. We expect 
that artists will think critically about why they select a script for performance, because the 
language inspires or because the message is something that feels important to say. In the same 
way, it is useful to think about whether your mechanics mirror the artistic message you want to 
share. Is a compromise-less world something you believe to be true? Are you incentivizing 
actions that go against the larger message you are trying to share?   
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An example from The End: 
 
We wanted The End to encourage an aesthetic experience of curiosity, self-discovery, and 
openness to personal reflection. To do this, we had to consider ways we might be unconsciously 
teaching players it wasn’t okay for them to act in a way that felt natural for them. We looked to 
reward moments when players disagreed with the game, showing that The End never minded 
dissention. We also made sure to ask questions in apologetic ways if there were rules they 
weren’t understanding, trying to show that it was the responsibility of the game to make its 
structures clear not the fault of the player for not understanding.  
 
Relevant Mechanics/Message Questions to Ask in Process: 
 

• What are your aesthetic or emotional goals for the audience/player? How can you work 
backwards to think about mechanics that might create that aesthetic? 

• Conversely, what are the mechanics you are employing and what dynamics and aesthetics 
emerge from that?  

• Are there potential dynamics emerging from rules/limitations on audiences that you 
didn’t anticipate? Are you giving yourself time to test how things operate in real time? 

• What are you incentivizing the player to do with the rules you create? 
• What dynamics are emerging because certain aspects of interaction are NOT defined for 

the audience? 
• Are you putting structures in place that might result in aesthetic (or emotional) responses 

that are the opposite of your goals? 
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Rules and Structures 
 
After working for weeks on a creative project a creative team may feel deeply connected and 
familiar with the given structures of their created world, many of which may be invisible or 
unclear to an audience first entering in. Janet Murray offers a useful metaphor for this kind of 
“immersion” in her book Hamlet on the Holodeck. Imagining immersion in the literal “dunked in 
water” sense it’s immediately apparent that one’s body moves differently, is more buoyant and 
that we no longer can use our lungs to breathe. This new mode of experiencing the world takes 
time to get used to and requires a new rule set for interacting with the environment than everyday 
life. A worthwhile consideration, then, is to ask what about your world will be different when an 
audience enters it and how and when they will learn the new rules about navigating it. 
 
It might be useful for players to learn these things quickly or on the fly, for example if you want 
them to see the world as a mystery, or to feel a little out of place or unsettled. But then again, 
maybe they’ll have a more meaningful experience if they can spend a bit of time on the shore 
reading the rulebook, diving into the experience more prepared instead of wading in anxiously a 
bit at a time. Whatever pace you choose – a little at a time, all at once, or somewhere in between, 
there are many ways to teach the rules. Visual representations like maps of resources or other 
tools can help navigate. Offering a tutorial of basic rules or planting an actor in who can model 
behavior that others might be too shy to try are just a couple of potential examples.  
 
An example from The End: 
 
In early iterations of The End, rules were communicated to the player as a series of commands. 
We found that players often wouldn’t read a long block of text, and even when they did, they 
found it boring and disengaging. So instead, we built in moments to teach rules by interactively 
guiding the audience through them. In the first card a player draws, they didn’t simply read a list 
of useful words that have meaning in the game, we had players literally practice texting them to 
The End and seeing what its would say in response. While the game responded to those specific 
words as scripted, this format gave people a chance to ask for clarification or send other 
questions they had about game function. This interactive learning experience allowed us to 
ensure that every single player clearly understood our required information and also set the tone 
early on that they were control over when, how, and if they played. 
 
Relevant Rule-Based Questions to Ask in Process: 
 

• How and when does the audience/game players learn the rules of your world?  
• What do you tell them up front? What do they learn as they go? Are there rules that are 

never explicitly stated? 
• If they learn as they go, how does that happen? 
• Are there specific points that depend on information or rules? 
• What visual tools or other resources can you provide to remind participants of the 

systems in a creative/engaging way? 
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Audience Agency vs. Creative Control 
 
If you want the audience to have genuine control in their creative experience, you have to 
relinquish some control. For example a moment that is highly dependent on specific moments of 
timing or needs to compose a particular kind of virtuosic stage picture might be beautiful, but it’s 
unlikely the audience will be able to execute it without a lot of guidance regarding their actions. 
In other words, the more you want to define exactly what will happen, the less the audience will 
feel like they were in the driver’s seat. In interactive works it can be helpful to clarify for 
yourself how necessary it is to your vision to control what happens. This can be a hard lesson for 
creators with heavy backgrounds in traditionally scripted theater. As Nordic larp (live action role 
play) creator Johanna Koljonen explains in her talk “On Games: Painting Life with Rules,” her 
biggest lesson in coming from theater into game-making was developing the ability to let go of 
chronology and outcome at the micro level in order to let people have more agency/control in the 
overall experience. In the spectrum between totally agent-full games with little-to-no narrative 
like Monopoly and very traditional narrative-driven plays with zero input from the audience like 
Romeo and Juliet, it’s helpful to be honest about where you want to fall. 
 
Note that this choice can shift throughout the experience. That is, a game can have very defined 
theater-like control at some points and others where choices open up, much like a video game 
where the player spends some of their time running through an open-world, and some in movie-
style cut scenes that forward the plot. The important thing is to make sure you’re considered and 
intentional about which parts do what; if “cut scenes” are the only way the plot takes real steps 
forward, the audience doesn’t actually have agency over story, even if they enjoy choosing 
between two simple options in conversations with non-player characters. 
 
An example from The End: 
 
The End is very minimal in plot because at a macro level, we wanted each the story of each 
player’s personal life to take precedence. The game is designed with an emotional rather than 
narrative trajectory in mind: starting with some amount of trepidation and skill learning, building 
a relationship with the character of The End and the idea death more generally through the 
game’s guidance, and over time transferring the onus of mission and goals to the player.  Within 
this trajectory, a large amount of content was determined outside of the gamemakers’ control. 
Each journey through the cards was dependent on the experiences players brought to the table: 
what they found interesting, what was happening during the time they played, what cards they 
chose. The story they experienced was highly unique to them, controlled only with a little help 
from The End to highlight the patterns coming up across their month of gameplay. 
 
Relevant Agency/Control Questions to Ask in Process: 

• Do you see yourself as telling a story or building an open-ended world? 
• At what points is a narrative necessary to control, and at what points is agency a priority? 
• Do you want most or all of your audience members to leave your project having 

experienced the same narrative arc? 
• Do you want to create identical experience or multiplicity of perspective? 
• Do your systems create actual agency or the illusion of it?  
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Personalization vs. Scalability 
 
Based on your resources and creative team’s capacity, you may also have to make decisions 
along a spectrum of personalization vs. scalability, or depth of experience for a small number of 
people vs. breadth of experience for a much larger group. If you want each audience member to 
have a deep, customized experience, you may only be able to engage a small population. If you 
want to have a large-scale project that reaches MANY people, you likely have to generalize the 
experience rather than being able to respond to the nuances of each player. 
 
When creating a deeply personalized work, who the audience is matters much more than a show 
where their identity is not part of the work. A player that shows up looking for an experience of 
fun will engage very differently than one who is looking for a cathartic emotional journey. A 
player’s cultural identity may also change how they react to a prompt offered. Being clear about 
how you target audiences and giving them clear information so they know what they can expect 
to take part may be useful. If you work contains sensitive material, this is especially true. 
Consider legal and psychological factors in what your work asks of audiences and consider 
consulting with field experts for best practices around mental health.  
 
It’s also worth noting when considering the capacity question that devised theater using game 
techniques requires tons of iterative testing. With both this section and the previous one, the 
more an audience member is involved in driving the experience, the more you will have to test 
your project on people to see how they navigate your game in ways you might not have 
anticipated. It’s massively important to have ample opportunity to revise based on the unknown 
factor of their responses. 
 
An example from The End: 
 
The End was always designed to be deeply personal and intimately responsive to every 
participant. We wanted to offer personal conversations, draw out patterns in people’s thinking 
for them, and responsiveness to emotional nuance. This meant a huge amount of human resource 
intensiveness: there were only so many people our performer team could guide through this 
depth of experience. As a result, we capped the audience size of the first run at 60.  This decision 
to focus in on a small group meant we were able to personalize the game and each interaction in 
many of our mechanics. 
 
Relevant Personalization/Scalability/Resource Questions to Ask in Process: 

• Do you want to reach a large number of people, perhaps involving a whole community in 
your game or do you want to deeply impact a small number of people? 

• Does depth or breadth matter to you more? 
• What resources (human, time, technological, monetary, etc.) will be required to scale up 

your project? Or to customize it further? Will you have access to them? 
• If you want to make something personalized to players, who will you gather information 

about who your players are? How is that data used in the game? 
• What ethical guidelines will you put in place for how the game responds to real 

information about players’ lives? 
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Incorporating Technology 
 
Innovative new technologies like AI and 360 video offer new ways to tell stories. Novel forms 
are exciting, and using flashy technology is a great way to get people in the door. But once they 
turn the knob, make sure you have a room to walk into, or the audience will quickly fall away. 
Think of Pokemon Go, which skyrocketed in popularity nabbing massive user numbers in its 
early weeks after its unveiling but lost 80% of its audience base in the first six months after its 
premiere.  
 
In considering technology, make sure you’re using it because it serves the work you want to 
make. Technology can often provide a means of expression unavailable in other formats, such as 
the ability to create a character that’s intimate but unseen or unheard (by communicating through 
text message), or a way for the audience to experience site-based performance any time they 
want (through location-triggered 360-degree videos), or a way to bring art into the everyday (by 
letting people experience your work digitally instead of in a specific venue). But audiences will 
likely sense use of tech that doesn’t ultimately feel necessary to the work. 
 
An example from The End: 
 
Technology was, of course, a huge part of The End, a game run primarily through text 
messaging. This let participants play at any time of the day and took advantage of the “online 
disinhibition effect,” a concept introduced by John Suler referring to the fact that people are 
more open and willing to share what they really think (without inhibitions) when they feel 
anonymous, writing from behind a screen. However, not all of The End would have benefited 
from technology: a vital part of the game was that each conversation a player experienced was 
delivered by a live actor. Though Artificial Intelligence has expanded massively in recent years, 
we knew it couldn’t replicate the awareness, empathy, and responsiveness of a flesh and blood 
human. The End may have been accessed through technology, but it matter very much to us that 
the sense of conversation remained a live, human performance, something that felt essential to 
the content being explored. 
 
Relevant Tech Questions to Ask in Process: 
 

• What forms of technology are potentially useful in your storytelling and why? 
• What are the limitations of technology in the way that you’re thinking of using it? What 

are the advantages it offers? 
• Where is the human element more important than the convenience of technology? And 

where is the convenience of technology more important than the human element? 
• What solutions do you have in place if technology fails? 
• Have you incorporated time to test many approaches or solutions to challenges? 
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Narrative as a Landscape/Collage 
 
While plays performed on a stage are generally experienced in the same order and (mostly) from 
the same perspective by everyone watching, games have a much greater multiplicity of 
perspective; the same scene can be experienced by each individual differently. Imagine the same 
real-world example of the tragedy that occurred on 9/11. One way to tell the story of that day 
could be using footage from the dominant news sources, moving in chronological order. 
Alternately, one could compile a number of individual memories of those events, each a different 
story of where one was, how they heard about it, and how they felt and did in the aftermath. One 
version looks more like a line, the other more like a collage. 
 
It might be helpful to think less about a story as a series of stops along a chronology and more 
like a landscape of ideas or physical space that characters (both player and non) move through. 
This mindset encourages the author to create a strong container with clear rules and given 
circumstances, and de-emphasizes the need to define every individual action that will occur. That 
doesn’t mean you can’t build in events into the sequence of action. A tragic death can happen, a 
beautiful entrance of a new object can occur, it’s just less likely that you’ll control every 
individual response to that disturbance in the landscape. 
 
This layering of perspectives is amplified is through transmedial processing of information, or 
getting updates through both digital and analog means. At one point in history, everyone in town 
got their news the same way, from a single small newspaper or local meeting, which would have 
greatly diminished the number of versions of the 9/11 experience one might have access to see. 
Now, we live in a blended world where you might first hear a big news story through a post on 
social media about where to donate money, then get a phone call from a friend in that area telling 
you they’re safe, and only afterwards seek out that official news article, knowing that even then 
you’ll have to look at multiple sources to try to get the “whole story.”  
 
An example from The End: 
 
For most of The End, players could draw cards in any order they liked, but no one person could 
play more than half the total cards.  Therefore, it was important that each quest stand strongly on 
its own, able to be experienced in any order. However, there were a few quests we did want to 
make sure that everyone played, to lay the groundwork for the game both in terms of how it 
worked functionally and in warming up to the topic of mortality. Therefore, we divided the game 
into three phases. Within each, players had very difference experiences, but certain narrative 
elements were experienced by every person, because they couldn’t move on to the next phase 
without completing those required elements. 
 
Relevant Narrative Questions to Ask in Process: 
 

• Can you create an emotional arc without requiring the story be told in the same order? 
• What are your narrative dependencies? How do you ensure those happen for all? 
• Are you designing towards super-users who will play a game to its fullest? If so, are you 

okay with others missing out on some aspects? Or are you designing towards players who 
do the bare minimum? If so, how are you rewarding people who do engage more deeply?   
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Embodied Action / Role of the Audience 
 
If you want the audience to have a truly immersive experience in theater, think about casting 
them in a role they have the skills to portray. Laypeople don’t have years of training to take on 
roles in the way that professional actors do, and therefore it can be unfair to ask them to perform 
in the same way. It can be painful to watch a non-actor try to summon emotions or fumble with 
complex improvisational interactions. Worse, if that person tries to show off or take control, it 
can ruin the experience of other audience members. 
 
Games, usefully, offer rules that can help limit barriers to taking on a role, focusing attention on 
the most important actions for their donned character and keeping them away from amateur 
performance traps. One technique can be to use game design to focus attention on two 
fundamental tool for acting: playing “as if” something is real and focusing on an active objective 
in the form of a verb. If the mechanics of a game require people to achieve a goal via a certain 
action, and that goal happens to align with an objective that is realistic to the situation, laypeople 
can essentially be “tricked” into performing as a side affect of playing a game. In other words, 
they are so busy trying to achieve a win state that they don’t realize it’s also a performance.  
 
The advantage of this style of theater is that it gets audiences directly into the action. It requires 
them to experience a story not simply by thinking about it or watching it but by doing what 
actors do all the time – experimenting with stories in one’s physical body. This kind of embodied 
learning can be deeply powerful because it engages a uniquely kinesthetic experience. 
 
An example from The End: 
 
One quest in The End invites players to simulate receiving a terminal diagnosis. To avoid the 
potential for play-acting or not investing in the scene, we bombarded players with stimulus, 
delivering the diagnosis from an actor while a loud-speaker demanded they execute a series of 
tasks involving tapping, counting words in the text being delivered, and staring at the floor. The 
commands were not hard to understand or execute alone, and theoretically a goal the player 
could achieve. It was the combination of all the data stimulating the player at once that proved 
agitating and impossible to beat. That sense of frustration was an intentionally design by-
product. Similarly, the tapping and staring at the floor were external expressions that a performer 
might use in an “outside in” style of acting. By the end of the simulation of receiving this news, 
players typically felt disoriented and tense because of the physical sensations of trying to execute 
the game rules. In conversation with the character of The End afterwards, it was highlighted that 
these experiences might correspond with the feeling of agitation and inability to navigate an 
overwhelming experience once might have in such a real life situation.  
 
Relevant Role Play Questions to Ask in Process: 
 

• What role are you asking the audience to play? How is the role defined for them? 
• How long are you asking the audience to take on an identity different from their 

own? What tools do you give them to suspend disbelief? 
• How can you use game structures to create the emotional response of the 

character you’re asking the audience to play?  
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Centralization of the Subjective Experience 
 
Though we use the term “audience” to refer to the person experiencing a game/theater piece, 
they’re often much more than that. Think of an avatar in a video game. In some ways the player 
is an audience, watching the narrative of the game unfold. In some ways they are an actor, 
controlling the character as it moves through the digital landscape. And in some ways they are 
also an author, deciding what happens by choosing their specific actions within the game. 
 
 In certain kinds of narratives there’s a dominant perspective that dictates what is “true.” But in a 
form that is uniquely focused on a second person perspective – the “you” pronoun’s home 
territory – the focus can be placed more on the player. In games at their most paidic, where there 
isn’t a single goal beyond those that a player defines for themselves, there’s an opportunity to 
move away from this “objective” kind of storytelling and more into the realm of subjective 
perspective. Centralizing the subjective offers the potential for players to go beyond simply 
executing someone else’s story, but to actually become the content of the story being told. In this 
case, the game might be thought of as the audience, a witness to the experience the player is 
authoring AND performing in real time.  
 
The experience of being witnessed while telling one’s story can be deeply moving. It’s useful for 
those working in professional theater to remember the energy of stepping onto the stage, 
especially for the first time. By creating a structure that encourages players to contribute 
something about who they are to the experience, you’re offering up that powerful experience of 
witness. 
 
An example from The End: 
 
The End not only invited players to participate, but placed them at the center of the narrative. 
Players didn’t just perform a supporting role to someone else’s story, they became the leading 
character of their unique playthrough. The End asked about their lives, learned information about 
their thoughts and feelings. The End remembered their dog and was curios about their daily 
interactions at work. Too, the game never proposed “correct” ways to execute a card, reminding 
players that whatever response a quest evoked was the one perfectly suited to them. We 
repeatedly showed the player that the game cared about them and was paying attention to what 
they said and did as the leading voice in the story.  
 
Relevant Subjectivity Questions to Ask in Creation Process: 
 

• Who is the lead character in your story?  
• Are audience members/game players leads or secondary characters?  
• Do you want your game to show the player that their experiences are of interest to you? 

How do you communicate that? 
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Time / Duration 
 
Traditional theater is usually experienced for a couple hours in a single sitting. Games, however, 
can range from the few moments taken to play Tic Tac Toe, to an ongoing online video game 
like World of Warcraft that never has to end. Once you start pushing the boundaries of theater 
and looking to game design for inspiration, you might realize that time and duration are as 
variable and responsive to your content as any other part of form. Consider what the story is and 
how different lengths or durations might offer new opportunities to access stories that just don’t 
fit inside that 90 minute format. 
 
An example from The End: 
 
Fear and anxiety about huge existential topics are tough to overcome in a single setting. 
Similarly, we want a reflective feel to the game and a two-hour time frame makes it hard to 
engage deeply in reflection. We chose to have The End played in small chunks every day for four 
weeks. By building a routine through small daily interactions we created a different kind of 
connection to the material. When thinking about death became a part of players’ everyday life, it 
often became less scary.  
 
Relevant Duration Questions to Ask in Process: 
 

• Does your content or mission in creating the piece call for a format different from a 
traditional performance duration? 

• If so, would the story benefit from being short? Long? Told over many hours? Many 
days? 

• When is the project in play? Is the story only active when it’s being interacted with by 
the players? 

• Does the game go on without the players? Can players engage with the piece without 
your artists? 

• How does duration affect all your other mechanics? 
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